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Screaming O Releases Results of Semi-Annual Product Testing 
Latest round of materials testing confirms products safe in all categories 
 
LOS ANGELES – August 1, 2019 – In its ongoing commitment to exceed industry 
standards on issues of consumer health and safety, Screaming O has completed its latest 
round of voluntary testing of three new products at an independent laboratory. 
Conducted twice yearly to coincide with product launches, rigorous testing of each new 
item is done in categories that mirror those outlined in the Consumer Public Safety 
Improvement Act, specifically to:  
 

• Identify product’s chemical makeup 

• Confirm absence of hazardous elements 

• Certify future safety by verifying no leaching of potentially toxic substances 
 
In each review, the three materials used in Screaming O’s newest products were tested:  
PU, the flexible material used in the Bestie Bullet; ABS, the smooth styrene used in the 
Charged Positive Angle Vibe; and SEBS, the stretchy polymer used in the Charged Big 
OMG. Each product was put through three comprehensive tests: 
 

• GC-MS (gas chromatography-mass spectrometry): in which materials are 
dissolved into liquid so they can be analyzed to identify unknown samples, 
contaminants, or residual solvents; 

• FTIR (Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy): in which infrared light is used to 
scan samples in order to identify organic, inorganic, and chemical properties; 
and 

• XRF (X-ray fluorescence): in which an x-ray photon beam is directed at the 
sample, causing its electrons to displace and emit unique energies that reveal 
which elements are present 

 
In each instance, the material tested was verified to match what the product claimed, 
with no hazardous elements or toxic substances present. As is normal with these 
materials, trace amounts of metals were detected at levels considered normal and 
within acceptable standards for healthy individuals with no allergies. 
 
As the only adult novelty company to voluntarily submit products for independent 
examination, Screaming O has built a reputation of trust with its vendors and 
customers.  Says Account Executive Conde Aumann, “We have built our reputation on 
quality and safety, and maintaining that commitment is paramount to promoting our 
products as part of a healthy sex life.”  
 
With this latest round of excellent testing results, Screaming O reaffirms to consumers 
that each new product debuted can be enjoyed without reservation, fulfilling its 
promise to provide body-positive, sex-enhancing products that are safe to use and 



accessibly priced. To learn more about Screaming O’s materials testing program or its 
product line, please contact conde@thescreamingo.com. 
 

### 
 
Screaming O is the award-winning adult product designer behind some of the most 
popular sex toys on the market, successfully enhancing romantic relationships since 
2005. Screaming O products are easy-to-use, fun-to-try and made of materials 
consumers can trust at prices they can afford – because everyone deserves body-safe 
materials and quality construction. 
 
Committed to consumer trust, Screaming O tests its products with an independent lab 
and utilizes professional third-party validation to confirm that all materials – including 
its popular stretchy SEBS and True Silicone™ – are non-toxic and 100% body-safe. This 
effort promotes responsible manufacturing and provides shoppers with accurate 
information related to sex toy materials and their intimate health. 
 
Screaming O is a multiple award winner, most recently having been named 2017 
Progressive Pleasure Products Company of the Year by industry media group XBIZ. 
Screaming O's flagship product, Screaming O Vibrating Ring, was named “Best Product 
of 2008” Women's Health Magazine, and the Big O vibrating erection band was named 
“Top Pick” by renowned sex educator Dr. Sue Johanson, host of the Oxygen network's 
popular “Talk Sex With Sue.” Screaming O also has been featured in top TV, radio and 
print media including Cosmopolitan, Maxim, and CBS’s “The Doctors.” 
 
Like us on Facebook and stay up to date on the latest products, promotions and fun 
stuff from Screaming O! → Facebook.com/ScreamingO. 
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